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A Spatio-Temporal Sleep Mode Approach to
Improve Energy Efficiency in Small Cell DenseNets
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Abstract—Data traffic has been increasing exponentially and
operators have to upgrade their networks to meet the prevailing
demand. This effort entails deploying more base stations (BSs)
to meet the increasing traffic. The resulting capital expenditures
(CAPEX) and operational expenditures (OPEX) have limited
operator revenues. In addition to the energy costs, the associated
greenhouse gas emissions have raised environmental concerns. In
this paper, we use system-level simulations to investigate different
sleep mode mechanisms that can address both capacity and
energy efficiency (EE) objectives in dense small cell networks
(DenseNets). These sleep mode approaches are applied to a long-
term traffic profile that is obtained from real world network
traffic. We then design a mechanism that determines the required
BS density in response to the variable long-term traffic profile.
Our results reveal that significant energy savings are possible
when sleep mode mechanisms are applied based on the prevailing
traffic in both time and space domains.

Index Terms—DenseNets, dynamic traffic, sleep mode, energy
savings, energy efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOBILE traffic continues to increase exponentially due
to high capacity devices and associated data hungry

applications. A forecast of the global mobile data traffic shows
a compound annual growth rate of 26% for the period from
2017-2022 [1]. Therefore, operators have got to continuously
upgrade their networks to meet this spiraling traffic demand.

A typical approach to enhance network capacity is by mak-
ing cells smaller which enhances the bandwidth per connected
user. Significant small cell deployment creates an ultra-dense
network of small coverage BSs; such a network is generally
called a DenseNet in the research community [2]. In the era
of 5G, small cells will become the core building blocks of
the expected 5G heterogeneous networks. As is always the
case, such dense small cell networks are designed to meet the
prevailing peak traffic demand.

However, traffic highly varies in both the space and time
domain. In the time domain, traffic peaks during the day
i.e. during mid-morning, afternoon and early evening. Traffic
falls off late at night, reaching its lowest level around 4am
[3]. In the space domain, the traffic profile follows the daily
movements of people, peaking in towns and city centers during
the day and in residential areas during the evening hours.
Since mobile networks are designed to meet peak traffic under
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certain constraints, the spatio-temporal variation of traffic
leaves many cells idle during low traffic periods or in low
traffic areas.

In order to enhance the energy performance of the network,
the network should be designed to minimize the absolute
power it consumes or maximize its energy efficiency (EE).
Given the variation of traffic, this can only be achieved if
the energy consumption of the network dynamically changes
with traffic demand [4]. Sleep modes are the most popular of
the proposed approaches to achieve this dynamic adaptation
of energy consumption to the prevailing traffic conditions.
In other words, some appropriate base stations (BSs) can be
switched off when traffic is low and the remaining BSs can
serve the active users.

Authors in [5] discussed how sleep mode schemes can
be successfully used to manage power consumption through
switching off some BSs and using remaining active BSs to
balance the prevailing traffic load. The work in [4] also showed
enhanced energy performance when a sleep mode strategy
that puts focus on cells with the fewest users for sleep mode
is followed. However, given that the traffic load is highly
dynamic in space and time, switching the BSs on and off
can prove to be counterproductive. Therefore, it is important
to develop long-term and short-term strategies that can keep
certain BSs off for a significant period while allowing the
remaining BSs to still respond to short-term traffic variations.

Previously, mobile networks have been designed with the
objective of optimizing coverage, capacity, spectral efficiency
or throughput. This does not necessarily maximize energy
efficiency (EE) as expected. This makes green networking an
interesting and technically challenging research field. There-
fore, a new energy conserving approach is needed so that
existing DenseNets will maintain the same level of quality
of service (QoS), reduce operational expenditures (OPEX)
and environmental degradation while reducing the amount of
energy consumed in the future [6].

In this paper, we study appropriate sleep mode strategies in
DenseNets. Network performance is characterized using cover-
age, rate and energy metrics. We investigated the performance
of our proposed sleep mode mechanism and compare it with
two common approaches from literature. Our results show that
the proposed sleep mode scheme maximizes energy savings
and network EE.

A. Paper Organisation

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the main assumptions used and the system model.
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Fig. 1: Network layout resembles a PV tessellation.

Section III analyzes the dynamic traffic profiles and their effect
on energy consumption. Section IV discusses the network
performance metrics based on the interaction between the
users and small BS densities. Section V discusses the various
sleep mode approaches used to determine the BSs requirement.
Section VI presents and discusses the numerical results of the
analysis. The paper is then concluded in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we describe the proposed network layout,
the channel model and the power consumption model of BSs.

A. Network Layout

We consider a DenseNet of small base stations (sBSs) which
are deployed over a square area A, and each transmits the same
nominal power Pt. The sBSs and users are deployed according
to two independent homogeneous Poisson Point Processes
(PPP) Φs and Φu of densities λb and λu respectively. The
network environment is described using a path loss exponent
α. The network layout resembles a Poison Voronoi (PV)
tessellation [7] as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, we consider
universal frequency reuse without loss of generality. Table I
lists the common notations used in this paper.

TABLE I: Summary of Notations

Variable Description of variable
α Pathloss exponent
σ2 Additive noise power
K A constant equal to 3.575
A Area of the network
L Pathloss constant

Ntx, P0, ∆ BS power consumption parameters
λb; λu sBS density; User density
pa Probability of a BS being active
τj Thinning parameter in random sleep mode
ςj Thinning parameter in strategic sleep

mode

B. Channel Model

In the channel model, long-distance path loss, fading and
additive noise are considered. The path loss is modeled as
PL(d) = Ld−α, where d is the propagation distance and L is
a path loss constant. Random channel effects are incorporated
by a Rayleigh fading factor h of unit mean [8]. Therefore, the
power received by the typical user at a distance d from its serv-
ing sBS, denoted as Pr, is expressed as Pr(d) = PthLd

−α.
Given universal frequency reuse, a typical user receives

interference from all sBSs other than its serving sBS, denoted
as b0. The Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) of
the typical user is therefore expressed as

SINR =
hd−α

I∑ + σ2

PtL

, (1)

where I∑ =
∑

i∈Φs\{bo∪bidle} gid
−α
i is the aggregate inter-

ference, gi is the fading loss between the typical user and the
i-th interfering sBS, di is the distance between the user and
the i-th interfering sBS, bidle is the set of sBSs that remain idle
after cell association, and σ2 is the additive noise power. Both
h and gi are assumed to be independent identically distributed
(i.i.d) exponential, where h, gi ∼ exp(1).

C. Power Consumption Model

An idle BS consumes only static power. If a BS is put to
sleep mode, not only is the transmit power zero but also some
of its components are switched off hence reducing its static
power. It is desirable for a BS in sleep mode to be completely
switched off for a given period to save energy. In this paper, we
devise a mechanism of predetermining this period to maximize
energy savings. Typically, a sBS can be in active mode where
it has at least one user, idle mode where it has no users, sleep
mode or be completely switched off. According to [9], the
power consumed by a BS in the different states of operation,
denoted as Pc, is generally expressed as

Pc =




Pact = NtxP0 +∆ : Pt ≤ Pmax (Active)
Pidl = NtxP0 : Pt = 0 (Idle)
Pslp = NtxPsl : Pt = 0 (Sleep)
0 : Pt = 0 (Off),

(2)

where Ntx is the number of transceiver chains, NtxP0 is
the consumed static power, ∆ is the slope of the load-
dependent power consumption, Psl is the power consumed
by each transceiver chain in sleep mode, and Pmax is the
maximum RF output power. Note that Psl � P0, making sleep
mode power consumption much less than idle mode power
consumption. The parameter values for different BS types
are in [9]. We evaluate the energy performance using Area
Power Consumption (APC) and EE. The APC in Watts/m2 is
calculated as

APC =
∑
∀i

Pξ,i, (3)

where ξ ∈ {act, idl, slp}. On the other hand, the EE depends
on the network sum rate which is a sum of all the capacity
achieved by all users in the network. The network sum rate is
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Fig. 2: Daily traffic for a sample of six cells

dependent on the sleep mode approach and will be analyzed
later in paper. EE is therefore calculated as

EE =
Network sum rate

APC
[bits/Joule]. (4)

III. DYNAMIC TRAFFIC PROFILING

In this section, we analyze the dynamic nature of the daily
traffic profile and demonstrate its possible effect on the energy
performance of a typical cellular network. In general, traffic
varies spatio-temporally throughout the day [10]. In the time
domain, traffic peaks during the day (mid-morning, afternoon
and early evening) and then tails off after midnight. In the
space domain, the traffic profile follows the daily movements
of people, peaking during the day in townships and city
centers and in residential areas during the evening. Whereas
the network is dimensioned to meet these peak traffic levels,
network BS planning cannot easily adapt to these daily spatio-
temporal traffic variations. As a result, many BSs which
are active during peak traffic periods inevitably become idle
when traffic reduces. However, often, these BSs continue to
consume energy even when idle. Therefore, in order to make
cellular networks more energy efficient, there is a clear need
to adapt their power consumption to the dynamic nature of the
prevailing traffic profile.

In this analysis, we use actual traffic data obtained from a
major mobile network operator in Uganda. The data belongs
to various neighboring cells located in a cluster in an urban
area. Fig. 2 shows the traffic profile from a sample of six
cells. It demonstrates the spatio-temporal variation of traffic in
the following ways: (a) in the time domain, minimum traffic
is generally recorded between 2am and 7am in all the cells.
Whereas the peaks vary from cell to cell, they tend to be in
the early afternoons or late evenings; (b) in the space domain,
some cells carry more traffic than others, usually as a result
of the prevailing spatial distribution of cellular users. This
spatial variation prevails even though these cells are from the
same neighborhood. Spatial variation is even more pronounced
between urban, suburban and rural areas. Fig. 3 shows the
recorded traffic for one of the high capacity cells over one
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Fig. 3: Weekly traffic for one of the high traffic cells

week period. It shows that the traffic profile is different for
each day and is not straightforward to accurately predict.

The dynamic nature of the traffic in Figs. 2-3 provides
an opportunity to save energy, especially during low traffic
periods. Sleep mode mechanisms are a popular approach to
adapting network power consumption to the prevailing load
conditions. The traditional approach to sleep mode mecha-
nisms has been to vary the density of active BSs as the traffic
varies in space and time. However, BSs take a finite time
to switch on and off and it is hard to vary their density
fast enough to keep up with the rapid traffic variation. In
addition, the required rapid switch on and off of BSs is
resource intensive and can be rather counterproductive. The
reasonable approach is to determine an approximated traffic
profile with similar traffic over reasonable periods of time.
Over these periods, the instantaneous variation of traffic is
essentially limited within tight bounds and a BS density
can be predetermined to support this traffic. In addition, any
other unrequired BSs can be switched off, saving considerable
energy and adapting energy consumption to the traffic profile.

Fig. 4 shows the sum of all the traffic in the considered
6-cell cluster over a period of 2 months. Using the sum
traffic removes spatial and temporal biases over the period
to give a fairly average traffic profile over this cluster. Using
the average sum traffic profile, scalar quantization is used to
map the “analog” values of the traffic to a common value
within a specific range of time. This yields five constant traffic
segments spanning appropriate time periods as seen in Fig.
4. Generally, these segments can be mapped on a percentage
scale [10], with the appropriate middle segment considered as
the 100%-segment. As shown in Fig. 4, the middle segment
is mapped to 100% and the lower and upper segments are
also mapped appropriately. These segments can be used to
predict the required number of BSs that can support each
traffic segment. By finding the required number of BSs to
meet the traffic per segment, it becomes possible to quantify
the energy savings from long-term sleep mode.

In this paper, we assume that during the maximum traffic
segment, all the sBSs are required but as traffic reduces in
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Fig. 4: Creating an average traffic profile

other segments, some sBSs can be put to sleep mode or
switched off completely to save energy. After user association
among the remaining sBSs, some sBSs will be active while
others will remain idle. The idle BSs can be put in conven-
tional sleep mode where they consume less energy. Note that
in this sleep mode state, the switch on time is shortened should
a sBS be required to support mobile users. If the next traffic
segment is higher, a predictable number of sBSs are switched
on as the current segment nears its end. However, if the next
segment is lower, extra BSs from among the available sBSs
are also switched off.

IV. NETWORK PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we introduce the three sleep mode strategies
that we considered in this paper. We analyze the performance
of these approaches in terms of energy consumption and
energy efficiency. However, we start this section by analyzing
the SINR coverage and spectral efficiency performance of the
network as a function of the interaction between the prevailing
user and sBS densities. This analysis considers the fact that
after user association, some sBSs may remain idle, the density
of which depends on the user density in the network.

A. SINR Coverage Probability

The probability that a typical user receives SINR greater
than a given threshold is an important measure that greatly
impacts the quality of service. SINR coverage probability,
denoted as Pcov , is therefore defined as

Pcov = P[SINR > Tc], (5)

where Tc is the SINR coverage threshold. According to [11],
Pcov is expressed as

Pcov = πλb

∫

s>0

e−πλb(1+ρ(Tc,α))se−
Tcσ

2

PtL
sα/2

ds, (6)

where ρ(Tc, α) = T
2/α
c

∫∞
T

−2/α
c

(1 + uα/2)−1du. The analysis
in this work is based on the assumption that λu � λb, such
that each sBS associates with at least one user.
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Fig. 5: The network of Fig. 1 is thinned by removing idle BSs.

This assumption is not realistic in practical networks where
some sBSs inevitably remain idle after cell association. For
example, in Fig. 5, there are some idle BSs caused by the
independent distributions of sBSs and users. The analysis in
[12] considers the thinning effect of idle sBSs on the aggregate
interference, and expresses Pcov as follows:

Pcov = πλb

∫

s>0

e−πλb(1+paρ(Tc,α))se−
Tcσ

2

PtL
sα/2

ds, (7)

where paλb is the density of all active sBSs less the serving
sBS (an active sBS is one that covers at least one user). In other
words, if all active sBSs are paλb, where pa is the probability
that a typical sBS is active, then paλb = paλb\bo. Note that
the density of idle sBSs in (1) is bidle = (1− pa)λb.

In [12], pa is shown to depend on the interaction between
users and sBSs, and is expressed as

pa = 1−
(
1 +

λu

Kλb

)−K

, (8)

where K = 3.575 [7] is a constant. For example, it can be
seen from (8) that as λu → ∞, pa → 1, which verifies the
assumption in [11].

Since traffic varies, it is possible to independently thin the
network so that some sBSs can be switched off for some time.
According to Fig. 4, each constant traffic segment requires a
set of sBSs to serve that traffic, and the remaining sBSs can
be switched off for that time period. In such a case, in order
to easily change the sBS density for each traffic segment, we
simply vary a parameter τj ∈ (0, 1], where j = 1, 2, · · · , Nt

and Nt is the number of segments in the traffic profile.
According to Slivnyak’s theorem [13], an independently

thinned PPP is also a PPP. Based on this principle, (7) is
modified as follows:

Pcov = πτjλb

∫

s>0

e−πτjλb(1+p̂aρ(Tc,α))se−
Tcσ

2

PtL
sα/2

ds, (9)

where τjλb is the prevailing sBS density of the concerned
segment and p̂a is the active sBS probability, now expressed
as

p̂a = 1−
(
1 +

λu

Kτjλb

)−K

. (10)
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Note that p̂aλb = p̂aλb\bo.

Proof. In (7), instead of using the sBS density as λb, replace
it with τjλb.

In an interference-limited network, I∑ � σ2 and SINR ≈
SIR i.e. σ2 ≈ 0. Hence, (9) simplifies to

Pcov =
1

1 + p̂aρ(Tc, α)
(11)

This defines the upper bound on the coverage performance of
the network since presence of noise only reduces Pcov further.

B. Rate Coverage Probability

Similarly, the rate coverage, denoted as Prate, is defined as

Prate = P[log2(1 + SINR) > Tr], (12)

where Tr is the rate coverage threshold. In this case, Prate is
essentially the probability that a typical user achieves a target
rate of Tr [bps/Hz].

Generally, the probability of rate coverage is expressed as

Prate = πλb

∫

s>0

e−πλb(1+ρ(Tr,α))se−
(2Tr−1)σ2

PtL
sα/2

ds,

(13)

where
ρ(Tr, α) = (2Tr − 1)2/α

∫∞
(2Tr−1)−2/α(1 + uα/2)−1du.

Proof. Note that (12) can be restated as

Prate = P[SINR > (2Tr − 1)]. (14)

Hence (5) and (12) are of the same form. In (6), we replace
Tc with (2Tr − 1) to get Prate.

Due to the independent distribution of sBSs and users,
some cells remain idle and do not contribute interference.
Considering this and the effect of independent thinning, (13)
can be modified to have the same form as (9) as follows:

(15)
Prate = πτjλb

∫

s>0

e−πτjλb(1+p̂aρ(Tr,α))s

× e−
(2Tr−1)σ2

PtL
sα/2

ds.

The interference-limited network, where σ2 ≈ 0, defines
the upper bound on rate coverage probability. Hence, (15)
simplifies to

Prate =
1

1 + p̂aρ(Tr, α)
. (16)

C. Network Spectral Efficiency

In [12], the average spectral efficiency (SE) per connected
user in the network is expressed as

Ru = πτjλbΞ

[
e−πτjλb(1+p̂aζ(t,α))z e−

σ2

PtL
(2t−1)zα/2

]
, (17)

where Ξ[f(t, z)] =
∫
t>0

∫
z>0

[f(t, z)] dz dt and ζ(t, α) =

(2t − 1)2/α
∫∞
(2t−1)−2/α(1 + uα/2)−1du.

Assuming that each sBS serves one user at a time, the
number of connected users is equivalent to the number of

active sBSs. Therefore, the number of served users, denoted
as κλu, where κ ∈ (0, 1] is the proportion of all users that get
served, is expressed as κλu ≡ p̂aλb. Since the average user
SE and number of connected users are known, the average
sum SE is expressed as

Rs = p̂aλbRu. (18)

Since Rs per segment is already known, we seek to determine
the sBS density that achieves this capacity. It is not possible
to express (18) in closed form in terms of λb. Therefore, we
use the bisection method [14] to find the required sBS density
of the j-th traffic segment, denoted as τjλb.

V. SLEEP MODE APPROACHES

To verify our analysis, we use the sleep mode schemes pre-
sented in [12]. Using each of the three schemes, we determine
the required sBS density for each traffic segment. In this paper,
we briefly discuss the three schemes for completeness.

A. Conventional Sleep Mode

This is a basic sleep mode scheme where only idle sBSs are
put to sleep after user association to save energy. The sBSs in
sleep mode can be required at any time as users move around
the network. No sBSs are switched off completely during
the different traffic segments. Since all sBSs are available for
user association, each user associates to its ideal serving sBS.
The idle sBSs, which are put to sleep, thin the aggregate
interference suffered by the typical user, hence enhancing
SINR. Fig. 5 shows conventional sleep mode in the network.
Compared to Fig. 1, it can be seen that idle sBSs have been
removed from the active set and the remaining active sBSs
have expanded their coverage to cover the whole service area.
Comparing the segments, a low traffic segment will require
fewer active sBSs than a high traffic segment to meet the target
traffic.

In practice, due to mobility, sBSs can become idle momen-
tarily. In such cases, this scheme requires sBSs to switch on
and off rapidly and frequently, which can be counterproductive
in terms of quality of service. The SINR coverage probability
in (7) is based on conventional sleep mode. The idle sBS
density that goes to sleep is (1 − pa)λb. Hence, the power
consumed by the network is expressed as

Pc(conv) = λb(paPact + (1− pa)Pslp). (19)

B. Random Sleep Mode

In this scheme, the density of sBSs that meet the traffic
of a given segment is determined by varying τj , using the
bisection method, to satisfy (18). Since changing τj results in
independent thinning of the network, normal user association
takes place within the remaining sBS density τjλb. Random
sleep mode follows Algorithm 1.

Initially, the sBS density (1− τj)λb, which is not required
during the j-th segment, is switched off for the entire segment
to save energy. However, after cell association, some extra
sBSs may remain idle and will be put to sleep. Therefore,
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Algorithm 1 : Random sleep mode algorithm

1: do
2: Determine the capacity on the j-th segment:
3: while#1
4: Determine required sBS density by varying τj
5: Switch off sBSs of density (1− τj)λb

6: Identify active sBSs and put idle sBSs to sleep

the respective densities of active and idle sBSs are p̂aλb and
(1− p̂a)λb. The power consumption becomes

Pc(rand) = p̂aλbPact + (1− p̂a)λbPslp. (20)

C. Strategic Sleep Mode

In strategic sleep mode, the number of sBSs required per
segment is chosen based on a criteria that perceives the
importance of a sBS to the network. In [12], the criteria is that
sBSs which associate with the most users are perceived to be
more important. As a justification, fewer users are disrupted
by switching off their parent sBSs. Clearly, this approach
prioritizes idle sBSs first.

Define set U as the set of all sBSs such that |U| = λbA.
Now consider a parameter ςj , where {ςj ∈ Z+} ≤ Nb, that
corresponds to the j-th traffic segment. Then, by varying ςj ,
we can determine the set of sBSs, denoted as Sj ⊂ U, that
satisfies the traffic of the j-th segment i.e. Sj = U(1 : ςj). The
set of sBSs that are switched off, denoted as S̃j , is expressed
as S̃j = U\Sj . Strategic sleep mode follows Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 : Strategic sleep mode algorithm

1: do
2: Determine capacity on the j-th segment:
3: while#1
4: Perform user association based on λb and λu

5: Sort sBSs accordingly to obtain U
6: Determine set Sj using an appropriate ςj parameter
7: Retain sBSs in Sj and switch off sBSs in S̃j

Depending on the sBS and user densities prevailing during
a given traffic segment, it is possible that Sj also contains
some idle users. If this is the case, those idle sBSs are also
put to sleep mode. Let Sj = Sj,act ∪Sj,idle, where Sj,act and
Sj,idle are the respective sets of active and idle sBSs in Sj .
The power consumption the j-th segment becomes

Pc(strat) = |Sj,act|Pact + |Sj,idle|Pslp. (21)

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, the numerical results are presented to evalu-
ate the ability of the sleep mode mechanisms to adapt network
energy consumption to the prevailing load conditions. Unless
otherwise stated, the simulations are based on the default
parameters shown in Table II.

Fig. 6 shows the variation of the SINR coverage probability
with the target SINR threshold. The “no sleep mode” case, in
which all sBSs are active such that the aggregate interference

TABLE II: Parameters used to obtain results

Parameter Value
Power: Pt, P0, Psl [Watts] 6.3, 56, 39
Default densities: λb, λu [m−2] 2.5×10−6; 1×10−5

Ntx, ∆ 2, 2.6
Network size 5 km × 5 km
Noise figure F , Temperature T 8, 300 K
Path loss exponent, α 4
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Fig. 6: SINR coverage probability of the different schemes

is maximized, is the worst case scenario and provides the
lower bound on the SINR coverage probability performance.
Random sleep mode only gives negligible improvement over
the lower bound due to its random selection of sleep mode
BSs. Due to this random selection, sometimes sBSs with
many users will be put to sleep, affecting many users whose
SINR will deteriorate as they have to connect to new but
more distant ‘parent’ sBSs. The conventional scheme performs
significantly better than random sleep mode because SINR
generally improves for two reasons: (a) the received power is
not affected; and (b) aggregate interference reduces once idle
BSs are put to sleep. The constrained scheme has the best
performance due to two main reasons: (a) a larger number
of BSs can be put to sleep mode, reducing the aggregate
interference significantly; and (b) since BSs with the least
users are prioritized for sleep mode, the number of users whose
received power is affected by sleep mode is minimized. The
combination of these two scenarios results in enhanced SINR
coverage.

Similar to the SINR coverage probability, the rate coverage
probability also originates directly from the average SINR
performance of each sleep mode scheme. Therefore, as shown
in Fig. 7, constrained sleep mode gives the best average rate
performance while random sleep mode does not show any
significant improvement over the ‘no sleep mode’ case that
defines the lower bound on performance. For example, for
a rate threshold of 2 b/s/Hz, the rate coverage probabilities
are 0.38, 0.4, 0.45 and 0.5 for no sleep mode, random sleep
mode, conventional sleep mode and constrained sleep mode
respectively.

As explained earlier using Fig. 4, we predict the required
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Fig. 7: Rate coverage probability of the different sleep mode schemes
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Fig. 8: Daily power consumption

number of sBSs to meet the prevailing demand for each
traffic level segment. The constrained and random sleep mode
schemes will need different sBSs to achieve the given traffic
level.

Fig. 8 shows the daily power consumption of the network
based on the required number of sBSs. Note the following
important points:

1) Generally, conventional sleep mode consumes the most
absolute power because only idle BSs are put to sleep.
In addition, constrained sleep mode minimizes absolute
power consumption because it maximizes the traffic de-
rived from each active BS. However, random sleep mode
consumes less power than its conventional counterpart
because due the random selection of BSs for sleep mode,
some selected BSs will remain idle and can be put to
sleep to save more energy.

2) The higher the prevailing traffic level, the more the
power consumption since more BSs are required to meet
the high traffic demand.

3) During the peak traffic period (the 175% segment), the
three schemes consume the same amount of power. This
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Fig. 9: Daily energy savings for different sleep mode schemes
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Fig. 10: Variation of EE with sleep mode schemes

is due to our assumption that the network is planned such
that during the busy hour, all the BSs are required and
there is no need for sleep mode.

4) During low traffic periods, power consumption reduces
but there is a smaller difference between the schemes
because they can all support the low traffic using very
few BSs. However, as traffic demand increases, the
constrained sleep mode algorithm begins to provide
significant advantages over random and conventional
algorithms.

Fig. 9 shows the daily energy savings derived from im-
plementing the three sleep mode schemes. Generally, there
is no energy saved at peak traffic since all BSs are required
and only idle BSs are put to sleep (i.e. conventional sleep
mode). As traffic begins to decrease however, constrained
and random sleep modes can be used to save significant
energy. For example, constrained sleep mode gives an energy
saving of 40.9% over the entire 24-hour day compared to
random and conventional schemes which give 35.5% and
30.4% respectively. In general, energy saving is maximized
during low traffic segments but at high traffic, there is no sig-
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nificant difference between the different sleep mode schemes
(as explained in Fig. 8).

Fig. 10 shows the EE performance of the network using the
three sleep mode schemes. The main result to note is that con-
strained sleep mode has a better EE performance than random
sleep mode since it saves more energy. The overall weighted
average EE of constrained sleep mode over the entire 24-
hour day is 0.0193 b/Hz/Joule compared to 0.0191 b/Hz/Joule
and 0.0187 b/Hz/Joule for random and conventional schemes
respectively. This is a significant performance improvement
especially at high bandwidths. For example, assuming a band-
width of 10 MHz, the EE performance improvement of the
constrained scheme over the random and conventional schemes
is 2 kb/Joule and 6 kb/Joule respectively. Note that at peak
traffic, all the schemes resemble the conventional scheme since
all BSs are available to carry traffic.

VII. CONCLUSION

Traffic forecasts show that traffic demand will continue to
increase exponentially in future. Mobile operators are faced
with increasing costs of expanding and maintaining their
networks to meet this increasing traffic demand. Energy is the
biggest component of OPEX and significantly shrinks operator
revenues. In this paper, we proposed a sleep mode scheme
called constrained sleep mode to adapt energy consumption
to the prevailing traffic in the network. Our proposed scheme
outperforms comparable schemes from literature in terms of
energy savings and energy efficiency (EE). Constrained sleep
achieves its better performance by prioritizing BSs with the
least number of users as candidates for sleep mode. This
minimizes the number of disrupted users which maintains a
better average SINR compared to the other schemes.
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